MICROFIBER
Better Support, Better Looking
Microfiber Nylon with medically approved graduated compression, offers a super
smooth opaque material and extremely comfortable feel. Two way stretch design
provides extra comfort and makes these easier to get on and off. You need to try
them to see just how comfortable graduated compression can be!

Patterned Women’s Firm Support Microfiber Dress Socks
Support socks just got better looking and even more fashionable!
Absolute Support Women’s firm support socks, with an attractive, knitted
in, diamond, ribbed and trouser patterns. Soft microfiber nylon makes
these easy to get on and looks just like a non-support sock.
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Item # A1014
Diamond Pattern
Medium Support
Closed toe
$12.95

Item # A1015
Cable Pattern
Medium Support
Closed toe
$12.95

Item # A1016
Ribbed Pattern
Medium Support
Closed toe
$11.95
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Microfiber Opaque Firm Support Knee Hi
Opaque Microfiber Knee Hi features a comfortable 2 inch
top band, reinforced heel and toe and 20-30 surgical weight
compression. Microfiber nylon provides easier application, and
great comfort while wearing.
85% Nylon, 15%

See precision size chart on pg. 43
Item # A231
Firm Support • 20-30 mmHg • Closed toe
$15.95
Avaible in:

Black

Beige

Lt Beige

Microfiber Opaque Firm Support Thigh High
Smooth and comfortable, opaque thigh high with lace silicone top
band is softer, cooler and thinner than our surgical line and still
provides a firm compression.
85% Nylon, 15% Lycra,

See precision size chart on pg. 43
Item # A232
Firm Support • 20-30 mmHg • Closed toe
$22.95 (6+$21.95/ea)
Avaible in:

Black

Beige

Microfiber Nylon technology offers a smooth opaque material and
comfortable feel. Cooler and lighter than our surgical line, these
pantyhose provide the ultimate compression and a two-way stretch
design that offers extra comfort and makes it easier to put on.

Item # A233
Firm Support • 20-30 mmHg • Closed toe
1-2 $24.95/ea
3+ $23.95/ea
Avaible in:

Black

Beige

Lt Beige

Great

Lt Beige

Microfiber Opaque Firm Support Pantyhose

85% Nylon, 15% Lycra

SUPPORT THAT
MAKES YOU
LOOK &
FEEL

These stockings came
exactly as described. They
are sheer and have great
support. I like that they
are not too tight around
the top band so they do
not cut off circulation
under the knee. They wear
very weel and are similar
to other brands at three
times the price.” — Dawn

